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Abstract. The variant of electrogravitational unification has been studied on base of principle of relativity of 
charges and masses.  
 
1. Introduction 
Unification of gravity with other interactions falls out from the general picture of the unification of 
interactions. Interactions related to internal symmetries are united with each other based on the 
gauge principle by unification of the corresponding gauge groups. In contrast, the unification of 
gravity with other interactions is implemented on the basis of the Kaluza's multidimensional ap-
proach, or on the basis of supersymmetry. The difficulty of using the traditional scheme of a gauge 
approach in the case of external (space-time) symmetry is the reason for this difference [1]. Using 
the technique of deformed infinite Lie groups, in [2] a single group-theoretic approach was devel-
oped to describe the gauge fields of both internal and external symmetries. This allowed interpreta-
tion of gravity as a gauge theory of the deformed group of diffeomorphisms T  of space-time, 
which, in turn, allowed the electrogravitational unification to be realized on the basis of the gauge 
principle by unifying the gauge groups of gravity T  and electrodynamics 
gU )1(  into one group, 
which is their semi-direct product 
g
TUT U )1())1(     [3]. There are many ways to form semi-
direct products of such groups, and hence the ways to form of this kind unifications. In [3], the sim-
plest of them was presented: canonical variant. It leads to the Einstein equation with the energy-
momentum tensor of an electromagnetic field as one of the sources and the Maxwell equations in 
the Riemannian space.        
In this paper, the physical principles of another variant of the electrogravitational unification 
are formulated, which in a sense is more symmetrical than the canonical variant. Characteristic fea-
tures of this variant of electrogravity (as opposed to the canonical variant) are: fundamental nonli-
nearity of electrodynamics, in particular the limitation of the electric potentials difference by the 
value of 241074,1   units SGS; the fundamental "smearness" of electric charges; the existence of 
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additional degrees of freedom of the electrogravitational field. This new electrogravity becomes ca-
nonical for weak electromagnetic fields whose potentials are much smaller than  .    
 
2. Principle of relativity of charges and masses 
Let S  be a closed, ideally conductive shell, which we will call the frame S .  
In Maxwell's theory, the following principle of relativity is valid: no measurements of elec-
tromagnetic characteristics performed within the frame S can detect the electric potential of the 
frame S relative to any other frame S'. We will call this principle the Maxwell's principle of rela-
tivity (MPR).    
Let the frame S contain a particle with a charge q  and a mass m . We move it to the frame 
S', which has an electric potential   relative to the frame S. In this case, the charge and mass of the 
particle are transformed: 
qq  ,          2/ cqmm  .                                                                                                 (1) 
These formulas indicate that the MPR is valid only to the extent, in which we can neglect changing 
the mass of the particle 2/ cq . This changing can be detected in processes where inertial or gravi-
tational properties of particles are significant. Accuracy of accounting these properties defines the 
limits of the applicability of MPR.  
 
The theory of electrogravity, which we propose, is based on the principle of relativity of 
charges and masses (PRCM), which extends the MPR in the following way: no measurements of 
both electromagnetic and gravitational characteristics performed within the frame S can detect 
the electric potential of the frame S relative to any other frame S'. In addition, we postulate the 
invariance for one and the same particle  
2222 )/( mcqz  ,                                                                                                             (2) 
regardless of the frame in which it is located. Here  /2  is the fundamental constant of the 
electric potential dimension determined by the Einstein's gravitational constant 4/8 c  . The 
negative sign in formula (2) and the value of the constant   are uniquely determined from the con-
dition of correspondence of the developing theory to the canonical electrogravity in the case of 
weak electromagnetic fields.  
 The formulated postulates require the replacement of transformations (1) to the following 
transformations: 
 /)/( 22mcqq  ,           /)/( 2cqmm  ,                                                             (3) 
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as well as a change in the interpretation of dashed and non-dashed variables in them (here 
22 /1   ). To coordinate with the PRCM it is necessary to introduce an observer connected 
with the frame S (observer S). If one and the same particle is moved to different frames, then ob-
servers of these frames, according to PRCM, will attribute to this particle the same values of charge 
and mass, regardless of the electric potentials difference between the frames. The transformations 
(3) give a change of the particle charge and mass from a viewpoint of the observer S when the par-
ticle moves from the frame S to the frame S' having a potential   relative to S.  
Observed values of charge and mass cannot be infinite or imaginary, hence there is restric-
tion   , which indicates the fundamental nonlinearity of electrodynamics in the proposed theory. 
Transformations (1) lie at the heart of the canonical variant of the electrogravitational unifica-
tion (CEG) [3]. The electrogravity based on transformations (3) will be called the theory of relativi-
ty of charges and masses (TRCM), since the electric charges and the rest masses of the particles in 
it are no longer absolute, but depend on the conditions of their observation.    
Let’s note the analogy between the TRCM and the Einstein's theory of relativity (TR). Rela-
tive velocity in TR is similar to potentials difference in TRCM, and the principal impossibility of 
detecting the etheric wind corresponds to the impossibility of detecting the "vacuum" potential 
postulated in the TRCM. TR deprived ether of its dynamic properties, so the need for it disap-
peared. TRCM also translates some of the dynamic properties of physical vacuum into kinematics. 
For example, transformation (3) allows us to talk about "kinematic" renormalization of charges and 
masses.  
For a relativistic generalization of transformations (3) let's write the invariant (2) using the 
energy-momentum vector mp  of a particle: 
m
mppcqz
222 )/(  .  
The transformations that conserve this invariant form a group 5:)4,1( SO , which in addition to 
the transformations (3) also includes a four-dimensional Lorentz group 4 . The five quantities 
),/( qpcr ma   ( a  takes the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) behave like a covariant vector under the 
5  
transforms. This vector is the source of the electrogravitational field in the TRCM, which is based 
on the 5  invariance.  
 
3. Theory of relativity of charges and masses 
We formulate the TRCM as a gauge theory, using the method of deformed infinite Lie groups [2,3]. 
We note that the application of the traditional gauge approach is not possible in our case, since, 
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firstly, the quantities related to external symmetries ( mp ) are the sources of the gauge field, and 
secondly, the electric charges in the TRCM are not absolute, therefore, the geometric structure cor-
responding to the TRCM is not a structure of fibre bundle with connection.  
Conservation ar  is associated with )1(UTG   symmetry (T  is a four-dimensional Abelian 
translation group), therefore, TRCM as a gauge theory is being constructed based on the Lie group 
G . In this case, in accordance with the general scheme of the deformations method, constructing is 
performed in the next sequence.  
1. We construct generalized gauge group gTG U )1()
~~
   by introducing of dependence of 
elements of the group G  on points x  of the space-time M  and defining of special product law [2].  
2. From the group of deformations of group G
~
, we distinguish the subgroup D  of deforma-
tions that do not violate the Riemann structure of a 5-dimensional manifold )1(UMP   with a 
fundamental length l2  along a compact fifth coordinate. Coefficients of such deformations 

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vllkA
Vlh
H
mm
a


                                                                                                            (4) 
have a geometric meaning of the components of the coordinate vierbein relative to a pseudo-
orthonormal vierbein on P , and 
m
mVVv  1 , /1lk , cek / . Here and thereafter Latin in-
dices are vierbein (group) indices, and the corresponding Greek indices are coordinate ones.  
 Coefficients of deformations (4) are potentials of the gauge fields in the TRCM. Here addi-
tional (in comparison with the canonical electrogravity [3]) fields mV  appeared and they are neces-
sary to ensure the 5  invariance of the theory. 
 3. The group G  is obtained from G
~
 with help of deformations belonging to D . The infi-
nitesimal action of the group G  on P  is given by the formulas 
 wlkcVtwAlkVthx mm
m
m /)/( 
  ,        )(
m
mw
k tAc   ,                         (5) 
in which 
mt ,   are functions that parametrizate the group G , )2,0[   is the fifth coordinate on 
P , and 
m
mVAlkvw : . Instead of   it is sometimes convenient to use the parameter lkct 
5
, 
and instead of    - the coordinate lx 
5
. 
The generators mX  and X  of the group G  action (5), as well as the operators of the 
energy-momentum mX  and the charge Q , by which they are determined, have the following form: 

 XAhX mcmm
1 ,          mm XiP  ,       
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)( 

  lVX w
kc ,        XiQ  . 
Attention is drawn to the fact that in the presence of an variable field mV , the operators mP  and Q  
do not commute, that is, at the birth of the field mV , the electric charge is smeared, but its total val-
ue remains unchanged due to the G  invariance of the theory that we postulate. 
4. The strength of the gauge field in the gauge theory of group G  is characterized by its 
structure functions: 
m
n
n
lk
m
lk
m
lk FhlkAF 5

   ,                      )(
5
5
5
n
n
lklklk
FhAlkF 

  ,                        (6)       
wVVF lmlk
m
k
m
k /)( ,5  ,                           wVlkvVVF
l
lk
m
kmk /)/( ,
5
5  ,                  (6') 
where 
mmm hh  : ,  AA : , 
 kllklk hhhh : . 
5. The principle of G  relativity is that the potentials of the gauge fields are determined 
with the accuracy of internal automorphisms of the group G , which are interpreted as gauge trans-
formations of potentials: 
 lkchFttlkAFhFhh
nm
n
mnm
n
km
nk
mm
55 )(  ,                                                   (7) 
   cchFtAFlkhFAA
m
m
n
n
m
mn
5
5
5
5
5 )/( ,                                                 (7')  
lkcVFtFvVFVV kmk
nm
n
km
nk
mm
55)(  .                                                                     (7'') 
The structure functions of the group G  (6) are invariant under transformations (7). 
6. The Lagrangian of the gauge field in TRCM is constructed from the structure functions of 
the group G , which guarantees the G  invariance of the theory. In addition, it is necessary to 
provide the 5  invariance of the theory, which is the basis of the TRCM. There is a three-
parameter family of bilinear on structure functions Lagrangians, which are invariant under global 
5  transformations. Among them there is one  
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l
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l
k
l
k FFFFFFFFFF  ,                                                  (8)  
which has right Newtonian limit and acquires a total divergence term under the local Lorentz g5  
transformations: 
  Alkhhh
mnm
n
mm 5 ,              lkhAA nn /
5
  ,                                          (9)
 
5mn
n
mmm vVVV   .                                                                                               (9') 
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So the g5  invariance of the electrogravitational field equations takes place in this case. We 
choose hAL  (8) as the Lagrangian of the TRCM. At 0
mV , it passes to the Lagrangian 
c
hAL  of 
canonical electrogravity [3].  
 7. At the last stage, the identities of the second Noether theorem are taken into account, 
which follow from the gauge symmetries G  and 
g5  and determine both the quantities con-
served in the TRCM and the structure of the equations of motion.  
 Displacement tensors in TRCM are defined as follows:  
 )))(()((: ..
1 s
s
k
n
k
n
k
n
k
n
l
kl
k
knnhAhn
RARAlkRKVRwLB n 
  
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
,                            
 ))((:
2
1
kk
l
kllkhAA
RKVFwLB 



 

, 
 ))(/)((: 1 kknnnnnhAWn
RAhRAlkRhvVRKKLW n 
 



, 
where 
    )(
2
1
:   nlkknlklnnkl FFF ,   
 
)(
2
1
: 55
5   knnknknk FFF ,    )(
2
1
55
5   kllkklkl FFFF ,  
    nkllknkn lkAK   ,        kllkk FlkAFK 
5
5 ,         
5
5k
l
klk FFR  ,        
m
mFR 5 .   
With their help, we write the energy-momentum tensor 

nt  and the vector of the electric current 
  
of the electrogravitational field in the TRCM, which follow from the G  invariance of the theory 
and which are the Noether currents of the Lagrangian (8):  
 ncnn
ANt 1 ,            wVMVNlkc nn
n
n /)( ,
  ,                                           (10) 
where 
 hAn
m
nmn
m
nmn LhVWBBN




   , ,           lkvVBBM nnn /
  . 
The last of the formulas (10) indicates that, in the presence of the field mV , the electric charge den-
sity in the TRCM can be different from zero even in the absence of charged particles.  
 As a consequence of the G  invariance of TRCM, there are strong Noether identities: 
  nn BB  ,                            
 BB  ,                                                                    (11) 
 )(1 LgT nhgn

 
 ,         LcJ A
  ,                                                                   (12) 
where LLL hA   is the complete Lagrangian of the system of the electrogravitational field and 
the matter fields  , which interact with it,   nnn tT  , 
  jJ  , )(1 


 Lgnhgn


, 
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


Lcj A . In addition, conservation laws are fulfilled on the extremals (weak Noether identi-
ties): 
 0)(   nTg ,            0)( 

 Jg .                                                                         (13) 
All this determines the structure of the equations of the electrogravitational field in the TRCM, 
which is similar to the structure of the Maxwell equations: 
 

 mm TB  ,       

 JB c
1  ,      nn SW 

 ,                                               (14) 
де where LS nVn
 . 
 As a result of the g5  invariance of the TRCM, strong identities are fulfilled  
 
0)( ][][ 

mnnm VWB

 ,           0)/( 
 
 nnn vWlkBBlkA                                 (15) 
and on the extremals 0)(   abmg , where 

abm  is the Noether current associated with 
g5  
symmetry.  
 The system of equations of electrogravity (15) contains 24 equations with respect to va-
riables mh , A , 
mV . G  invariance reduces the number of independent equations (14) by 5, and 
g5  invariance - by 10, which corresponds to the will in the choice of G  and 
g5  gauge condi-
tions.  
As a result of G  invariance, when the equations (14) hold, there are identities: 



  jAf mcmm 
1 ,               wVVflkcj nn
m
m /)( ,

  ,                       (16) 
where 
n
mnmc
n
mnm Vsjf ,
1  


  , nvclknv
lk
n jAs
1  , nvclknn Vj
  1 . 
 The first of the equations (16) is the law of energy-momentum change of matter in the 
TRCM (for a macroscopic matter it is the equation of motion), while the second gives the non-
conservation of the charge of matter in the TRCM in the presence of the field mV . The complete 
charge of the system is conserved as a result of (13), so part of it is carried by the electrogravita-
tional field. Equations (16) can be used to analyze the possibilities of the experimental finding of 
the effects of TRCM. 
Although the TRCM is being constructed in this paper as a gauge theory based on four-
dimensional concepts, it can also be constructed according to the Kaluza scheme by reducing the 
five-dimensional gauge theory of gravity (with the gauge group )1(UT ) using the weaker cylin-
drical conditions than in [3]. For the TRCM the five-dimensional approach is more natural than in 
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the case of canonical electrogravity, since the fifth coordinate becomes similar to four other coordi-
nates due to the 5  invariance of the TRCM.   
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